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Free U. Schedules Speakers
Editorials

NEW

Faculty Tokenism
In defeating a proposal to allow the
Student Standards Committee to hear
student griev~nces against faculty members,
the UNM faculty yesterday effectively
denied due process to every student on
campus.
The proposal defeated yesterday, by. a
101-75 vote, would have empowered the
Student Standards Committee,· a joint
student-faculty 'body, to hear complaints
against "any member of the University
academic community" and was to be in
effect until a proposal for all-University
governance was drawn-up.
Standards would have been given the
discretion to mediate or dismiss a case,
censure "the parties involved," or
recommend further action. Jurisdiction
would h_;we included complaints about
grades if a student could demonstrate
'~improper non-academic considerations"
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DON BURGE
SARAH LAIDLAW
were used in the grade judgment.
Managing Editor
Editor
Clinging to the phrase "faculty
perogative" and charging interference with
Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N~M., 87106
academic freedom, faculty members
opposing the proposal made last Monday's
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102,277-4202
"gesture of good faith" of the grade option
Vol. 73, No. 142
Wednesday, May 20, 1970 ·
mere condescending rhetoric,
The adamant refusal of a large number of
faculty members to be questioned publicly Lobo Commentary
by a student represents the greatest obstacle
to establishment of any system, however
watered-down, of an all-University
governance system now or in the future.
The question now is whether the
Governance Committee is going to be able to
work through the summer with any
(Editor's note: The following President of the United States
semblance of enthusiasm considering the article, entitled "Local State what to do."
According to the local sergeant,
reluctance of the many of the faculty to Policeman Gives UNM Account,"
allow a channel of redress for student is reprinted in its entirety from the State Police officers and
patrolmen were tense when they
the Hobbs Daily News-Sun.
grievances.
went on campus about 6 p.m. to
By KATHRYN MORRIS
Casey Church
serve the court order and clear the

State Policeman Relates
Views on Student Stril\:.e

Thank You to Everyone
Today is my 40th day as editor of The
Lobo. I retire, gratefully, until next fall. But
during those 40 days, the University and the
people within the University have changed,
and we have become participants in a more
open and free University.
The Lobo has commented singly on those
issues which havy changed us, such as the
Cooper-Orzen case, the ASUNM elections,
the student strike, and, of course, our five
hour "spat" with the National Guard. So
now I'm going to leave the grandious
statements, and say an inadequate "thank
you" to my staff, and others who have
helped The Lobo since my tenure began.

I find it difficult to express my gratitude
to The Lobo staff, especially Don Burge, the
managing editor, without sounding maternal
and sentimental. The Lobo staff has done a
tremendous job, in my mind, in situations
where they have been put in personal
danger. Thanks, guys.
I would also like to thank ASUNM for
their cooperation with The Lobo and
individual reporters. Special thanks to Sue
Pickett, ASUNM secretary; without Mrs.
Pickett, ASUNM, The Lobo, and no doubt
the University, would not function.
Last of all, thank you to our readers.
Sarah Laidlaw

To The Editor:
Open Attitude
To the Editor:
During the recent unrest on
campus the Aquinas Newman
Center acted as temporary strike
headquarters.
The Parish Synod met Monday
night, and 1) approved of this
action overwhelmingly, and, 2)
voted that the Newman Center
continue to be involved in the
issues, to be a place where free
discussion can be held, positions
taken, and Christian-like action
fostered on campus.
The people of God at this
center desire to communicate this
attitude of openness to the
student body, to say, "you can
count on us to be in the midst of
action."
Unfortunately during the last
unrest a former staff member of
the Center failed to recognize the
will of the community and had
some students leav~> the facility.
For this we apolngize and ask
your understanding that it was
not the will of the community
and it will not happen again.
Don Bruckner

No Longer Silent

' ..

To the Editor:
As one of the silent majority
who no longer wishes to remain
silent, I have decided to announce
myself as a write-in candidate in
the November, 1970 election for
state representative from
Bernalillo dounty, legislative
district eight, which surrounds
UNM.
I feel that the events of recent
times have illustrated the
destructive effects of poor
communications. I say that those
who feel they are fulfilling their
civic duty by payh1g taxes and
abiding the law are copping out.
More is required for civic
responsibility.

Amistad, the Free University
created out of change, is itself in
the process of change with an
expanded number of courses to be
published in a new catalogue June
15, and the development of a
three-week calendar as an outline
of events.
In addition Amistad will move
to office space in the Honors
Center in old Zimmermann
Library July 1 when the Free
University is required to be out of
its present building at Stanford
and Central.
"The Honors Center only has
two offices, a lounge, and two
classrooms, Hopefully we will be
provided with classroom space as
we need it," Amistad coordinator
Gary Mahan explained.
H:owever, after August 21,
Amistad must also be out of the
Honors Center, and Mahan
admitted after that date, "we're
not yet sure where we're going.''

Letters nre welcome and ohould be
no longer than 250 wordo typewritten. double spaced. Nome. telephone
and nddres9 must be included. The
name of the author of the letter will
not be withheld.

Criticism has been leveled at
the University community for
allowing a minority of people to
close the University. Yet, when
one looks at the origin of the
ballots upon which we cast our
. vote, one finds an even smaller
minority in control of that
essential element of our system.
In the interest of encouraging
greater participation and
communieation among all people,
I intend to launch the
aforementioned write-in
campaign. I also feel that student
representation in Santa Fe is
essential.
Persons interested in working
for, or supporting this campaign,
please contact me at 212 Mesa SE,
or phone 842·6346.
Gerald E. Gerken

Guardsman Apologizes
To the Editor:
In response to a Jetter to the
editor in the Albuquerque
Journal, I would like to offer my
personal apology to the students
and the University community at
large for my involvement in the
May 8 National Guard call·up.
Though I intend to complete the
rest of my six-year military
obligation, I have applied as a
conscientious objector. I have
been assured that I will not ever
participate in a civil disturbance in
the capacity of a combatant
soldier.
John F. Bac!l

Gratitude
To the Editor;
I £ind it impossible to even
nearly express my gratitude for all
the help, I've received since being
injured during the peace march
May 8. t can or1ly hope my friends
will understand how very much
their contributions of time,

money, and thoughtfulness have
meant to me and my family.
I also want to thank the
individual who came into The
Lobo office while I was in the
hospital and donated $40 for me.
He wouldn't give his name and
said we didn't know each other,
but just wanted to help.
Knowing there are people like
this makes you think perhaps
peace is not an impossible goal
after all, But until everyone starts
worrying more about who they
can help than who they can put
up against the wall, we will
continue to reap violence instead
of peace.
Charles Andrews

Elections Help
To the Editor:
Closing the University for two
full weeks prior to the Nov. 3
election (Oct. 19-Nov. 1) to
enable students, faculty, and staff
to campaign seems an eminently
reasonable way to channel the
intense protest over the war. This
plan was first proposed at
Prince~on and co·orado, and is
now spreading across the nation.
So as not to shorten the
academic year the first semester
can be extended to close on Feb.
6 rather than Jan. 23; the second
semester can begin on Feb. 9
rather than Feb. 2. This shortens
by a week the intersemester
period, but will allow school to
close only one week later in the
spring.
Such a plan will enable us to
continue our academic activities
in as normal a way as possible and
to have an open period for
political activity. This is both a
means of cooling off the
University and for providing
institutionalized and conventional
channels £or affecting social
change through political activity,
Richard F. Tomasson

Sergeant .Otis Haley, head of
the New Me;g:ico State Police in
this county, who took an active
part in the evacuation of the
Union building at New Mexico
University last week, blames the
disturbances there on Allen
Cooper, who had been kicked off
the campus; and actress Jane
Fonda, who, he said, delivered a
"fiery speech" Tuesday of last
week.
"Cooper," Haley said, "is a
trained agitator. He is 42 years
old, and he has been on the UNM
campus 11 years." Of Miss Fonda
he said, "It would be interesting
to see who lays out her itinerary
for her."
Haley's account of some of the
activities on the UNM campus last
week differ somewhat from
reports provided by news media.
"The National Guard, about
half of whom are University
students, did a good job. They
had been told to form a perimeter
around the Union building, and to
hold it; just stand there with their
rifles at 'ready,' and if they were
provoked to lower their bayonets
so that they would not hit vital
spots.
"Those people who were hurt
just walked into those b.ayonets.
The guardsmen did not 'thrust'
them. And that newsman would
not have been hurt if he had
identified himself. Instead of that,
he walked up to that guard line
an4 tried to force his way
through."
Haley, who was one of 50 State
Policemen who entered the Union
building to remove about 200
persons who were staging a sit-in,
declared he was grateful the
National Guard was behind the
state officers.
"There were about 700 or 800
people roaring around out there,
and the guardsmen kept them off
our backs," he explained. "If they
hadn't been there, we'd probably
have been in serious trouble."
State Police Col. Martin Vigil,
Maj. Hoover Wimberly (who was
stationed in Hobbs several years
ago), and Capt. Milton Matteson
entered the Union building, read a
court order directing the
demonstrators to leave, an~ told
them that any who wished to
walk out could do so without
penalty, but that others would be
arrested.
"About half of them left,"
Haley reports. ''We went in after
the ones who stayed. They
offered no resistance, and we
loaded 36 women and 85 men on
two buses to send them to the
police station.''
Sergeant Haley has only
contempt for the people who
apparentl,V were agitating the
disturbances at UNM. He
described them as "so filthy dirty
you coulc;l smell them 20 yards
away in an open field," and said
they had "filth sores all o11er
them. They don't have enough
respect for themselves to keep
clean and dectmt looking, yet they
march around trying to tell the

building. They had been ordered
to Santa Fe three days before to
be on hand for the governors'
conference, and had been housed
in a bomb shelter on standby the
whole time. "We didn't know
what we would be getting into in
Albuquerque and we were pretty
keyed up."
The tension was broken, however, by a "cute little blonde
(she was filthy dirty, but not bad
looking) who was just standing
around outside the building until
President Heady came out. She
walked up to him and started
cussing him, and she followed him
all the way to his house, calling
him names, including some I'd
never heard before, We got to
laughing at her, and that relaxed
all of us."
Sergeant Haley is convinced
that the demonstration at UNM
was not a spontaneous outburst of
feeling which represented the
majority of student thinking, but
an engineered "happening."
"What it amounts to is that
about 100 individuals got the
whole University closed down,
and they were not all students at
that."
Haley said there were several
funny aspects to the series of
events. He was amused at the
antics of Albuquerque. High
School students who made it
impossible for the demonstrators
to make their "peaceful" march
past the school.
"They ran one hippie up a
telephone pole and then went
round and round like a bunch of
hounds that had treed a coon.
That old boy was hanging on up
there f6r dear life!" Haley says.

Must Find New Home by August
f "Int Septtemfb~r, we're assured
o a 1eas o fwe space and we
hope
·
. . for more · 0 ur m~1n
obJeCtiVes are space and fundmg
f<?r September .. We need some
km~ of Fundmg, from the
U n I v e r s 1t Y , the federal
go':er~n:'ent, p~ivate orgal!'izations,
or mdiVIdu~ls, Mahan said.
He pomted. out. that the
number o~ discussion groups
planned has m':reased: There were
56 courses listed m the last
catalogue (May 25-June 5) and
Maha~ expects more in the
upcommg catalogue.
Amon~ ne~ courses t_o be
offered will be Anarchy: History
and Philosophy;" "Revolution:
T .h e o ~ Y , , Me~ h o? , an d
Alternatives; J~w1sh HistOJ;Y and
the Great .f.ewiS~, Revolutionary
Movements, and Movements for
the,.,Theater."
.
_ .
V!e try to remam as flexible ~s
possible. The catalogue doesn t

Mexico gubernatorial candidate
Br u c e K in g
L · t
,
a
ov1ng
on
newspaper editor who is
a stron
critic of the Free University th~
state coordinator for the John
Birch society, and Albuquerque
Judge Harry Robins
All addresses are ~cheduled at 8
p.m. in the upstairs lounge of the
Free University Building.
King is scheduled to speak
June 30 on his position on higher
education in New Mexico. A
question and answer session will
follow the lecture.
Several other political figures
are being sought as speakers,
Mahan said.
The editor of the" Lovington
"Daily Leader," W. H. Graham
asserted in an editorial there was
"communist influ~nce . _,. present
and most obvwus in Free
University leadership, but added
"the movement is too diverse to
be considered communist."

Graham will speak June 17 on
"The Conservative Press in New
Mexico."
Two days after Graham's
speech another noted state
conservative, J. H. Hoopingarner
state coordinator for the NeV.:
Mexico John Birch Society will
discuss ''A Perspective on
Revolution in Society."
Municipal Judge Harry Robins
will speak June 16 on "anything
that people feel is important."
~he June speaker's program
begms June 15 with a talk by
Peter Caughlin, treasurer of the
Cooperative Rio Grande
Community Credit Union on
"The Credit Union and the ·•
Community."
On June 18 George Springer,
dean of the UNM Graduate
School, will talk on "Wither the
University?" Springer was one of
the backers of the establishment
(Continued on page 2)
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Vigil Defends Guard Use
State Police Chief Martin Vigil said he
would use the National Guard on the UNM
campus again if the circumstances were the
same as May 8.
Vigil discussed his jurisdiction over the
Guard troops deployed on the UNM campus
at the Albuquerque Press Club Wednesday.
Vigil defended the use of the Guard
saying he was unsure of what might have
happened "if we had not had that kind of
manpower there."
However he said he hoped "the whole
exercise might be handled a little differently
next time."
Vigil was in charge of the operation to
remove students occupying the New Mexico
Union building May 8 in defiance of a court
order. Vigil used a unit of the National
Guard, state and Albuquerque police and
campus security officers. State police made
the arrests of 131 persons remaining in the
building. Guardsmen were used to clear the
Mall around the Union building after the
arrests.
Vigil called the Guard on the campus, but
said Wednesday he did not know who gave
the order for the Guard to arrive with
unsheathed bayonets.
Eleven persons were injured in the Mall
clearing maneuver.
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Vigil said he never discussed with Gov.
David Cargo, or Gen. John Jolly, state
commander of the Guard, "the use of
bayonets or live ammunition at any time."
He said communications between the
state's law enforcement units the
University, and the National Guard '~could
be improved."
Use of the Guard, he said, was based on
intelligence reports "turned over to me for a
period of weeks.''
The decision was made in good faith if
the Guard hadn't been necessary I wo ~Io. ......
never have called it.
Cargo was satisfied the Guard was
justified or he would not have authorized me
to use them," Vigil said.
The question of who had authorized the
use of the Guard on campus May 8, and who
was commanding the operation while the
troops were on campus created a furor in the
weeks following the incident.
Early in the week prior to the arrests in
the Union, Cargo had authorized Vigil to call
the Guard if he (Vigil) deemed it necessary_
Although not conducting an investigation
of own, Vigil said the State Police
Department is "offering their full
cooperation" to the National Guard in its
investigation.

Says Commencement Speaker

'Peace' Nof Only Objective

Editorial
no wonder that the
University has a poor image
among New Mexicans when
supposedly responsible citizens,
who are members of law
enforcement agencies, make
irresponsible statements, and a
local newspaper has the lack of
journalistic responsibility to print
them without checking for
accuracy,
The wealth of misinformation
circulating throughout the state
abottt recent events at UNM
staggers the imagination. For
pMple to make statements such as
those above, when they are not
even eye·witnesses to the events,
is irresponsible, especially when it
is so obvious to us that the papers
are not even making the attempt
to check for factual accuracy.
Newspapers, as voices of the
public, should be truly interested
in lielping rather than destroying
UNM. Such "stories" as
exemplified by the above, should
never again be printed, for they,
rather than the students, serve our
downfall.
Sarah Laidlaw

limit a person. He doesn't have to
be in the catalogue to lead a
d"1scusswn
· group," Mahan said.
Mahan is also setting up a
three-week calendar for the Free
U:niver~ity as a time structu~e for
discussion leaders to work within.
"If we set up three-week slots,
discussion leaders can plan and
pace themselves. Of course, then
it is open for them to continue
longer, into the next catalogue.
But knowing they have three
weeks makes discussion leaders
think about a plan for a period of
time.
"By using a three-week
calendar we're still five times
more fle~ible than the University.
Even this is not rigid. If someone
we.nts to do something for just
on~ week, he can do it. It may not
be 1n the catalogue, but he can do
it," Mahan said.
The Free University's speaker's
program for June includes New

It is

Sculpture Purchase

A stainless steel sculpture by
California artist Louis Pearsor1
added to UNM's permanent
collection will be displayed in the
Parish Memo1dal Library. The
sculpture is titled "19·9".

Neither the cause of peace nor encouraging American racial
any other valued end is served by feeling toward the Japanese or
a preoccupation with peace that indeed, toward the Germans ~ho
excludes all other concerns, David were all regarded as Nazis and
Riesman warned a Huns almost without
commencement audience at UNM discrimination,"
Societies, he said have
Friday evening,
"A university committed only stabilizing mechanisms to 'protect
to a single mission, no mat·.. er how themselves against popular
inspiring, will find it difficult to passions and preoccupations an
provide the enlightenment and aristocracy, a (~hurch or ~en
regeneration any democractic whose wealth has freed them from
society requires,'' the Harvard concerns with "business as usual "
social sciences professor and But in the U.S. universiti~s
author of "The Lonely Crowd" accomodate individuals who are
engaged with issues that are not
added.
Complete concern with military fashionable nor even urgent.
''The universities are a place to
aims in World War II, he said, was
o n e o f many I e s sons sto:e the seed corn against
demonstrating it is always a fammes that may last a long time
mistake to think of only one goal and take unexpected forms"
at a time.
Riesman said.
'
·The unjustifiable American
"Insistence on instantaneous
reaction to that war, according to relevance and overdoing the
Riesman, "was a simplistic critique of 'business as usual' may
reaction to events. The single aim . use up or destroy that seed corn
of winning the war overshadowed. now with minimal effcects on
all questions of simultaneous current affairs and dramatic
political aims, the appropriate dangers for the unknown future."
relation between means and ends
The University awarded degrees
the domestic consequences of to 2546 students who have

completed requirements during
the past year. Also awarded were
three honorary degrees.
Recipients of honorary doctorate!!
were:
Laura Gilpin, whose collection
of two generations of photographs
in "The Enduring Navajo" have
"eloquently preserved a record of
a people's cultural transition from
a period of awesome isolation to
their forceful entry into the
mainstream of contemporary •
life."
William Morgan Sr., a member
of the faculty of Navajo
Community College whose
collaboration in the production of
a Navajo dictionary, a grammar
and many translations "has made
. possible the continued use of the
Navajo _language as a symbol of
national identity."
Reuben G. Gustavson, who has
been president of the University
of Colorado, vice president of the
University of Chicago and
chancellor of the University of
Nebraska, was the first president
of Resources for the Future which
seeks to protect the environment.
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"'Moderates on UNM/ssues

King, Domenici Take Prirriary
Political moderates Bruce King,
Democrat, and Pete Domenici,
Republican, will face each other
in the gubernatorial race in the
Nov. 3 general election.
Domenici, former Albuquerque
City Commission chairman and a
newcomer to statewide politics,
picked up an easy victory over
five opponents for his party's
nomination in the June 2 primary.

11

Domenici won 19,669 votes,
nearly half of the total 43,064
votes cast for Republican
candidates.
Domenici's opponents were Ed
Balcomb, Tom Clear, Junia
Lopez, Edward Hartman, and
Stephen Helbing.
King, former speaker of the
New Mexico House and president
of the recent Constitutional

famous international dishes
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, German, and others , ..)
lunch 11:3o-2:3o dinner 5:3o-g:3o

413 Romero St. N.W. 2 blocks N.W.

of Old Town Plaza

242·4986

Convention, took a solid victory
over his two opponents, Jack
Daniels and Alexander Sceresse.
King won 47,293 of a total
102,732 votes cast for Democratic
candidates.
During campaigning both
winning gubernatorial candidates
urged moderation when
questioned on treatment of
activites and activists at UNM.
Neither has to date advocated the
application of stringent sanctions
in the settlement of campus
problems.
The issue of control of state
universities, primarily UNM,
emerged as a major primary
campaign issue following the
closing of UNM May 7-10 after
scattered incidents of violence
during a protest strike May 6, the
appearance of controversial
poetess Lenore Kandel May 1, and
charges of disruption of campus
living brought against several
individual students in April.
Governor David Cargo, whose
term expires J'an. 1, was defeated
in the senate primary by
Anderson Carter of Lovington by
a 13,513 vote margin.
Carter will oppose incumbent
Joseph Montoya in November.
Manto a defeated challenger
the

Pamper Yourself
with
Summertime
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Environment Expert
First Series Spe.aker

SAVE $15 to $79 ON THESE WEDDING BANDS

.~

{Continued from page 1)
of the Free University.
The former Secretary of
Corrections of New Mexico, John
Salazar, will discuss "'rhe Need
for Penal Reform in New Mexico"
on June 22.
Two members of the UNM
Medical School staff will speak
June 23 and 24.
Sidney Solomon, chairman of
the department of physiology,
will talk on "Decision Making at
the Federal Level." The lecture is
based on Solomon's former work
on federal projects.
Phillip Eaton, medical school
professor, will talk on the cost of
medical services and the role the
physician on June 24 in a lecture
entitled "Is Health a Right?"
District Attorney Alexander
Sceresse, who unsuccessfully
campaigned for the Democratic
gubernatorial nomination this
year on a platform of tightening
control over state universities will
discuss "The D.A. and the
University" June 25.
Mahan also announced several
speaking slots were open during
June and requested interested
persons to contact the Free
University.

Bridgstone-Gimatti
Also Used Cycles
6822 4th NW 345-1564

"
Reg. $75 ea.
SALE$60ea.

Reg.$325
SALE $260

ZALES®

CONVENIENT
TERMS
AVAILABLE

In his statement Nelson said the
recommendat.io11s made by the
presidents "will not halt the
racism inherent in the Mormon
·church," but will "help ease
strained relations with BYU."
"The recommendations would
help impede Mormon racism as
practiced by BYU," he said.
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THE BOOKCASE

Ground Floor New Mexico Union
Regular Hours 8:00-5:00
Closed Saturday & Sunday

: Saturday, June 13-8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M

GREAT SAVINGS

JEWELERS

We're nothing without w:~our love.

d. I
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• Registration Hours:

ASUNM President Eric Nelson,
in conjunction with eight WAC
school presidents, called on
Brigham Young University {BYU)
to "actively recruit" minority
students, and recommended no
disciplinary action be taken
against students who refuse to
play against BYU on moral
grounds.
Nelson also said ASUNM will
move to expel BYU from the
WAC and the "cease all UNM
student functions" with the
school if the recommendations
drawn up by the student body
presidents at a conference June 8
in Salt Lake City were not
adopted by BYU.
The three recommendations
drawn up at the president's
conference include the
disciplinary provision, and one
encouraging student exchanges,
and communications programs
with Mormon-run BYU.

The recommendation which
asks BYU to actively recruit
minority students also calls on the
other WAC schools to set up
minority studies programs,
scholarships or "any other
programs" to "provide for greater
racial association on their
campuses."

~~~~~~~~~
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ASSOCIATED STIJDENTS BOOKSTORE

A Shakespearean expert, a specialist in preservation of
the environment and a Colorado geologist will speak during
a summer lecture series at UNM.
The lecture series is one of several programs
supplemental to the regular summer session courses. Other
programs include performances on campus by local cultural
groups and touring companies.
Donald Baars, associate professor of geology at Fort
Lewis College in Durango, Colo., will speak June 29. His
lecture, "Time and the Mighty Colorado," will describe in
layman's language the geology of the Grand Canyon,
Numerous slides will illustrate various river trips Baars has
conducted through the canyon. Besides the origin and rock
formations of the canyon, the talk will cover river-running.
The July 13 speaker will be John Russell Brown,
professor and head of the department of drama and theatre
arts at the University of Birmingham in England. Brown, a
member of the UNM summer session faculty, has been a
fellow of the Shakespeare Institute at Stratford-upon-Avon,
He has written several books about Shal).espeare and others
about other aspects of the theater. Brown's topic will be
"Making Theater."
Scheduled for a July 27 lecture on population and
environment is John H. Thomas, professor of biology at
Stanford University, He is the author of two books about
plants of Western North America, but is also a specialist in
human population problems, environmental deterioration
and conservation,
The lectures, which are free, will be in the Student Union
ballroom at 8 p.m.
Three touring company productions including a dance
troupe, a New York theatrical group, and a steel band have
been booked for the summer, Carl Jackson, assistant Union
director for student activities, announced earlier this week.
The Trinidad Steel Band is schedule<l to appear here June
17, and the Ballet African will appear later in the summer,
Jackson said.
A lecturer with the Trinidad group will speak on racial
problems in that area, he said.

V.filiLEY CYCLE

1/2 Carat*
Reg, $229
SALE $183.20
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Campus Legend of Buildings
(tho nuiniJ[ir listed mr~t.::h.o!1 map numborirtg, tho

lollor·numbor combination •designates location by
mop coordlnatoo.)
Administration (iO) ·"· ··'·
' 1·3
Alumnf Momorial Chapnl (25)
.. 1·3
Alvarodo Hall (Men's Dormitory) (157) . . ... 1·8
Anthropology (11)
.. ......
.. ....
1·2
Aparlmont for Married Students (154)
. G·5
Architocturo (158)
L·6
Art (105)
K·2
Art Dopartmont Crafts Annex (2)
J.J
Art Education (68) .
1·6
Automotlvo Building (251) .
D·3·
B•l (17)
... 1·2
B·2 (114) .. ... ... ...... .. .. ... .. . . .. . . . .. 1•2
Bandolier Hall (Departmontal OHI<es) (16) .. 1·2
Biology (Cutotter Hall) (21)
.. K'4 ·
Suslnoss Admlnlstratlon•lnstltute lor Social
Rosearch and Development (76) .
. 11·5
Carlisle Gymnasium (4) ........................... l·4
Chemical Enginnerlng (111) ..
. . l·2
Chemistry (Ciotk flail) (22)
...... J·3
Civil Engineering (117) .......................... 1·2
Civil En~lneerlng Research Laborotory (106) .. 1·2

Commons (77)
H·B
Continuing Education (254) .. ... .
F4
Coronado Hall (Men's Dormitory) (155)
. J.8
Dormitory (74)
H·7
Dormitory (75)
. H·7
Drama (102)
............ .
K·2
Education Adminlstrotlon (65) ..
. I·G
Education Classroom Building (67)
1·5
Education Office B"lldlng (63)
H·5
Elghteon•Ninotoon Roma (14) .
.. H·4
Elghteon·O·Fivo Roma (27)
H·a
Elghtoen·Twolve las lomas (28)
G·3
Elghtoen·Twenty·Ono Roma (13)
... H·4
Eloctrlcal Engineering (1 18)
. 1·2
Eogineoring Shops and Laboratories (108)
K·Z
Farrl• Englnoering Conter (119)
K·2
Fino Arts Cenler (62)
..... K-5
Geology (24)
J.4
Golf Course Club House (206) ..
. 0·5
Heating Plant (116)
1·2
Hodgin Hall (103)
. K·2
Hokona Hall (Women's Dormitory) (58) .
... H·6
Home Economics (66) ............ .
. 1·6
Home Manogemant House (110) ..
... H·l
, Industrial Arts (64)
........... H·6
Johnson Gymnasium (59)
........ K·6
Jonson Art Galla!)' (152)
.................... G•4
Journalism (Il5) .. ... ..
................ K·3

Kiva (G9)
KNME·lV (15)
KNME·lV Studio (250)
Law (Oration Hall (253)
law (Bratton Hall) (57)
Lecture Hall (6)
library, Zimmorman (53)
Manzanita Center (EducaUonal
Laboratory) (70)
Marron Hall (Departrr~ntal Offices) (9)
Mechonical Engineering (107)
Mediclno, School of
B"lc Medical Srienc;s (211)
Clinical Psychlalr( (210)
Library of Medical Scioncos (201)
Medical Science Departmental
Building (2021
Modical Science lnt~rim
facilities {209)
Medical Science ~terim
facllitlos (212)
Mesa VIsta Hall (Mer's Do1mitory
and Departmental Offices) (56)
Mitchell Hall (Ciassrroms) (23)
Naval Science (151)
New Mexico Rehabilibtlon Center (203)
New Mexico Union (Sl) ...
Nlnoleen·O·One Las lomas (!59)

i·S
H-3
B·l

c.s

H·S
.. J·2
1·5
1·6

K·3

J.z
f.s

D·6
F·7

E·7
E-6

E·1
J.6
1·3
. · G·4
. D·6

. J·S
G·A

Nuclear Engineering Laborotory (121)
. K·2
Oriole Hall (Men's Donnilory) (156)
1·9
Ortega Hall (Modern and Classical
languages) (8)
1·3
Parsons Hall (3)
J·3
Pharmacy (19)
. 1·3
Physics·Aslronomy (207)
. G·6
Popejoy Hall (72)
K·S
Pr.,idont's Home (51)
H·4
Public Information (l)
K·3
Research Cenlor (1~3)
G·S
Rilla· Ran go (205)
F·4
Santa Ana Holl (Women's Dormitory) (11)
1·8
Santa Clara Hall (Women's Dormilory( (61)
H·7
Sara Raynofds Hall (104)
. ·. K·3
Services Building (204)
.. E·3
Seventeen·Sevonteen Roma (26)
H·3
Speech (20)
... H·3
Stale Public Heallh Laboratory (12~
J·J
Student Health Centor·Univorsity Collage
end Counseling Canter (73) .
. J.6
f.IO (54)
• . H·5
University Arena (302)
South Campus
University Sladlum (301)
. ~-outh Campus
University Theatre (Rodey Hall) (101) . .. . ,K·2
Voterans' Affairs (5)
.. 1·3
Y·l (IS)
.. . ... ..... .........
.. H·4
Yatoka Hall (7)
....... . .................. 1·4 ·

.'
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The New Mexico Summer Lobo is published weekly every rej;~ular week al the
University Summer Session by the Board
of Student Publications of the Associated
Students of the University of New Mexico,
and is not finantially associated with
UNM. Printed by the UNM Printing Plant
with second class postage paid at Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87106.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Summer Lobo are those of
the author solely. Unsigned opinion is
that of th" editorial board of The Summer Lobo. Nothing necessarily represents
the views of the Associated Students or
the University of New Mexico.

Of Doubtful Benefit
Glamour is a dangerous outrider to a
social problem. Being in the eye of a public
""that has a short memory and an insatiable
thirst for novelty is the quickest route to
extinction for action on any social question.
The ecology cause is developing just that
fatal charm.
Saving the environment is developing into
what hackneyed editorialists would call a
political football, and industry is
increasingly trying to sell the public on their
own environmental purity.
Ads show up in the newspapers for
returnable soft drink bottles which
manufacturers "have always had," and the
major luncheon topic of oil corporation
presidents is automobile pollution. Press
releases by congressmen are peppered with
anti-pollution stands taken by the legislator.
Publically voiced concern however is only
~a hesitant first step towards unpolluting the
environment. The real change will come
when the American attitude of the
boundless frontier, and the ever-producing
Earth is changed.

This attitude is responsible for the scant
attention paid to the effects on the
environment of an expanding technology.
This attitude is responsible for the
skepticism greeting the people who predict
the coming unfitness of the earth for Tiving,
an·d a crushing overpopulation.
The superficial publicity· growing up
around the pollution problem is in danger of
crowding out the fact that every consumer
must change his buying and using habits,
that every industrial developer, city planner,
and small business manager must make his
business fit the environment, that every
engineer and chemist must put his new
technological marvel into the ecology it will
influence for the next 1000 years before he
creates it.
Telling a nation of eager consumers, and
even more eager producer that their thinking
is destructive and dangerous is not easy, and
not popular. Forcing them to remake
lifestyles, and recant future planning is not a
cause for men who want to be re-elected in
the next election.

Ft-iday, June 12, 1970

Betn a

Reluctant Decision

those of most of you. I am young,
idealistic, and in a sense
irresponsible, but I am also aware
and concerned. It is this awareness
and concern which now forces me
to write this letter.
I deplore this war as being both
barbaric and immoral, and r
appeal to you people back home,
the silent majority who raised me
and gave me my sense of values,
and the "effete corp of impudent
snobs" whom I admire and
personally identify with, to do
anything in your power to help
bring a country gone berserk back~
to its senses. I can take no pride in
beiiig an officer
an
establishment hiding under the
pretense of ''defense of
democracy," while in reality it is a
bellicose establishment so sick
with the- fear of communism that
it would kill not only people of a
foreign country, not only its own
19-year-old sons, but also its
college students whose biggest sins
were to show a concern for
humanity.
I speak not only for myself, but
for most of the junior officers
aboard, who are here because it is
"better than toting a rifle." I can
not be a part of dissidence, for I
am in the military, and as was
demonstrated at the Presidio
stockade, dissidence is treason and
is punishable to the highest
degree. Therefore, I entreat you
who are free to do so, to do
everything in your power to force
an end to this shameful waste.

in

Letterb
Selective Veto
To the'Editor:

·-·

'CHIEF, THE PERFECT ANSWER TO THE ENVIRONMENT FREARS- FIGBY HERE HAS A
MOVING BALLAD ABOUT FIGHTING POLLUTION WITH OUR CLEAN, CLEAN GASOLINE!'

To The Editor:
There Was Violence

.

m t> ans least, graduate sets against war and killing as anyone
{Editor's note: On the night of purchased for the graduating else. But why destroy and steal
property unconnected with it in
May 5 some 30·40 persons Al•'ROTC cadets were stolen.
The office destruction was order to supposedly prove a point.
forcibly entered the Air Force
ROTC building about 11 p.m. senseless and needless-Angel
Dale Patrick, President
UNM Angel Flight.
following a rally on the mall. Flight is a student organization in
Some 150 other persons marched no way financed by the "military
Not Healthy
around the building. Early in the complex" against which the To the Editor:
morning activity trailed off and demonstrators were protesting. By
I am a former student who
about 6 p.m. the next morning ruining this office the attended
UNM for two years. Last
demonstrators
were
in
no
way
about 15 people left the building.
summer
1
joined the U.S. Army
No arrests were made although aiding their cause, but rather were
ar.d
am
now
stationed with the
campus security forces were on destroying the hard work of their
4th
Infantry
Division near An
duty throughout the activity at fellow students. Angel Flight is a Khe, South Vietnam.
Although
service organization dedicated to
~the building.)
serving the University and my college credits have saved me
To the Editor:
from an all-combat job, I've seen
We woUld like to correct the community alike: food has been enough to know e:xactly why war
impression from the local news collected for needy families, boys is so horrible.
media that there was no damage from the Boy's Home have been
I've heard a lot about the
done in the recent "non-violent" taken to movies and many other recent "deterioration" occurring
occupation of the AFROTC services· have been performed. at UNM. Since I still feel very
Destruction and looting of close to my school, I feel I should
building. There was.
One office, that of the Angel property is a proper reward? We say this to my friends at home.
Flight and Arnold Air Society, think not.
The most inane part of this
was quite thoroughly torn apart.
mess,
however, was the theft of
· Records were scattered on the
the
graduation
sets. These were
LAYOUT EDITOR
floor, some of them even
purchased
by
the
Angel
Flight
for
d.estroyed. One desk was
STAFF WRITERS
completely demolished, while the cadets. They are of absolutely
no
use
to
anyone
else.
So
why
another was left with a gaping
hole in one side. In addition, steal them? We certainly don't
clothing collected for Vietnam know the answer.
PHOTOGRAPHERS
war refugees was strewn around · We are not con~emning the .

,,,,, ..

Lettern are welcome and should be
no longer th= 250 wordn typewritten, double r.paccd. Name, telephone
and addreso m1mt he included. The
name of the author of the letter wfll

It seems that the president.
should be given the power of
wielding the selective veto, which
is the power for the president to
veto parts of a bill which he
disapproves of, especially pork
barrel amendments which often
are costly, either singularly or as a
package, and also benefit only a
small part of the country. The
power of the selective veto would
discourage Congress from trying
to pass purely local' area-affecting
bills and prevent or reduce
Federal government e:xpenditures.
It would also make elected
Congressmen more
national-minded and make merit a
premium to election instead of
promises which are often
unfulfilled. By doing this, it
would prevent many elderly and
senile men from attaining or
maintaining seniority privileges.
Finally it would give more power
to the president who is closer to
the people than Congress, which is
not as close because each citizen
votes only on a few senators and
representatives.
Michael Seligman

not be withheld.

Please don't use violence to
show your disagreement with
current policies! Violence at its
worst is what we have here in
Vietnam, and it's not a pleasant
way of dealing with fellow
humans.
Early this month (May)
American tanks and helicopters
plowed into Cambodia blasting
and napalming everything that
blocked their way. Last week a
small squad of "sappers"
penetrated the permimeter wire
and charged through the barracks·
of a company near ours. They
threw "satchel charges" that
seriously injured 44 men. Would
you like to see things like these at
UNM?
If you wouldn't, then let the
violence stay over here. Help the
effort to bring us home, but I

Lynn Hudson
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Ecologist Sets Limit on Clean Environment

Bema is unsolicited, signed guest editorial opinion.

By SALVADOR REYES JR.,
Lt. (jg), USNR
I find myself in a most difficult
position; torn between patriotism
to my country which has always
been good to me and human
values which I must live by. I am
an officer of the U.S. Navy and
am bound by duty to my country
as well as my position as an
officer to uphold my country's
stand in Vietnam; yet I am bound
by an even greater power, my
morals and self respect, to object
to anything which I feel is wrong.
I am serving on board a ship
now in the Gulf of Tonkin. My
ship is a combination oiler and
ammunition replenishment ship
and it is from this ship that• most
of the bombs which are flown
from our aircraft carriers
originate. For 15 months now I
have stood on deck as we
transferred thousands of bombs.
For 15 months I have gone to bed
at night struggling within myself;
trying to form an opinion of this
war. I mention this because I want
to make it clear-that this is not a
whimsical opinion brought about
by a sudden impulse of emotion,
but rather an opinion brought
about after many months of
thought.
Today I decided that I could no
longer remain reticent, for to do
so would eventually destroy my
idealism and my self respect
which taking part in this war has
left me. My standards are like

NEW MEXICO LOBO .

leave the war where it is. Fourteen
thous~tnd obscene poets are bitter
than one bigot bent on violence;
and if half of Albuquerque walked
around campus reading the Bible,
they would do less harm than one
violent man with a knife.
A little tolerance can do a lot
of good. And if you want to see
war and blood then join the V.C.!
We GI's are convinced that violent
outbreaks are just not healthy for
those involved.
Pfc, S. D. Teeple, Jr.
4th Admin. Co. (Fin)
4th Inf. Div.
APO San Francisco 96262

Gasping U.S. Predicted in 2000
(Editor's note: This article is
the first of an eight part series
dealing with problems of the
environment locally and
nationally.)
By DAVE BRANDS
Americans will be gasping for
air, struggling for clean water, and
fighting for comfortable living
room in the year 2000 if present
conditions are ignored.
These were the predictions of
UNM's Environmental Teach-in
keynote speaker Roger Revelle
last April. However, Revelle,
Harvard's Population Bureau
d hector, did not shock his
audience to the point of staging a
sit-in at the Union Ballroom. No,
only stark violence it seems, is
able to trigger spontaneous reform
with breakneck swiftness. The
Kent State crisis proved this. The
severity of the environmental
crisis has yet to be proven to a
majority of citizens but Revelle
pointed out the reasons for
concern.
He gave three causes of
environmental degradation on
which this series will center: rapid
population growth, rapid increase
in the Gross National Product and
radical life-pattern changes.
"Pollution and population
problems did occur 25 years ago,"
Revelle said. "But only recently
:1ave these problems seemed to be
~rowding everybody."
Revelle said there has been a 4 7
per cent population increase in
the United States since 1945. He
termed the four-fold population
gain since 1930 in his home state
of California a "disaster."
A 200 percent boom in the
Gross National Product since
1945 is another factor responsible
for the United State's deplorable
environment, Revelle said. This
gain may account for the rapid
change in the American life
pattern since Americans seem to
have "more to throw away" than
in 1945. He said that what the

133 million Americans wasted in
1940 was used up in the same
period by only 67 million
Americans in 1965.
Revelle e:xposed many other
facts that have proven to be
environmentally damaging for the
1940-1965 period:
-Average of one car per five
persons in 1940 compared with
two per five people in 1965;
-200 pounds of paper used
yearly by every American in 1940
compared with 510 pounds per
person in the 1965 average;
-Five times more coal and oil
used in 1965 than in 1940;
-Visits by citizens to national

parks increased five and one-half
times for same 25-year period.
This article begins a series
which hopes to combat apathy in
regard to America's environmental
problems. Americans are besieged
with the "let the federal
government do something about
it" habit. Worse yet, when
colleges and public service
organizations do . take enough
initiative to plan open
environmental studies programs,
only a few concerned students
and citizens get involved.
Ralph Chaplin, contemporary
poet and political scientist,
described apathy in this bit of
verse:

Mourn not the dead ...
But rather mourn the apathetic
throng.
The cowed and meek
Who see the world's great
anguish and its wrong,
And dare not speak.
Other articles in this series wiii
include: e:xploitation of lakes,
rivers, and oceans; air pollution;
overpopulation; overproduction;
noise pollution; and a speciaL
article covering the Cochiti Dam
(now under construction) and it's
bearing on northern New Mexico's
ecology.
0
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Your tubsidecompanion
for freshness. Start off with
a wisp of MY OWN Spray.

You're confident all day.
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G
Find your:;elf cramming
because you didn't
wa:nt to sit down
to required readings?
Make reading more
interesting, easier,
faster and ha.vc more
comprehension.

REGISTER NOW
Hygienic Deodorant Spray,,
for women only.

NEW MEXICO BOOK CO.
89 Winrock Center

Available also in
cleami11g lot/Jelettes,

298-1828
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No.1
Tues., June 16
1PM
No.2
Sat., June 20
9PM
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and the
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is ea~r!

Now year-round living and
dining at the. College Inn.
Be good to yourself-and your pocketbook! Live at the College Inn this
summer and the coming semesters. It's
college living at its best. For here, we do
everything for you, except study. Here,
you'll enjoy heaping helpings of the
finest food on campus. Here, we'll
dust and dean and change the linen
for you. Moreover, there are laundry
facilities right on the premises. Dry
cleaning is picked up and delivered.
And here, you can have as much
or as little of the social whirl as you
want-when you want it. All this ...
now at low, low rates. Plus, by signing
up now for summer, you get first
choice of choice sites for the fall
semester. Do it today!

UNM was created by an act of
the Territorial Legislature of New
Me:xico in 1889, and opened as a
· summer normal school on June
15, 1892.

STAFF

Charles Andrews, Dave Brands, Sue- Major, Cassie Mayshark,
lin Morgan, Stephen Part, Mike Sanchez, Susan Stern, Paul
Wilson

Lin Morgan, Paul Wilson
~~.9ffl".,~lM,,~~~~.qq,w~·~~-~N,,~M.¥.~V~ .. ~~~s~~~~ssss~~~~~s~~~~~~~~~~~~~s~~~~~~~~~~· •....

303AshNE
.Phone 243-2881

le College Inn
Unsurpassed for college living

EVELYN WOOD
READING DYNAMICS

207 Dartmouth Dr. NE
Call Ann or Pam at
265-6761

.

,
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U Faculty Defers
Dropping •F' Grade
Until Future Study
2
5
5

~v

Central SE ·

7
I

Friday, June 12, 1970'
Opponents of immediate
adoption of the proposal argued
that too few of the details of the
system had been worked out in
the proposal presented to the
faculty June 3.
I
That proposal, which called for
the abolishment of the grade of
"F', " was approve d by the
Committee on the Enhancement
of the Educational Process this
spdng.
The proposal would allow a
student who did not meet the
requirements of the course to have
all reference to the course
removed from his record. The
course would not be considered in
computing the student's grade

Tired of looking for a parking place?
Too busy to stage a "park-in?"

call 255-4371

~

Patronize the
Albuquerque
Transit
System

FREE FORM

4 2914

3

Appointments
Available

(r)A..r;,

-

The UNM faculty at their final
meeting of the year June 3
referred a proposal for dropping
the grade of "F'' to the
Committee on Entrance and
Credits.
'I' he fa cui ty also struck a
provision from their handbook
constitution concerning faculty
regulation of student life, and
approved a slate of committee
appointments for standing faculty
committees for the coming year.
The proposal to eliminate the
grade of "F" from the grading
s c a I e was referred to the
Committee on Entrance and
Credits for a further study of
implementation procedures.

Hair Designs for Men

The finest hair design shop closest to campus

point average.
The proposal also included a
provision to allow a student to
have any course, whether he failed
or not, deleted from his record.
A report from the Entrance
and Credits Committee on the
grade proposal is expected in the
fall, Chester Travelstead, vice
president for academic affairs said
Thursday.
The faculty deleted from the
responsibilities section f their
constitution a section that gave
the faculty jurisdiction over
"regulations affecting student life
and activities." The faculty has
jurisdiction over all academic
procedures, and is responsible for
"formulation of institutional
aims."
"The proposal will probably
mean that student constitution
will not need to be approved by
the faculty. The change must be
approved by the Regent's and a
similar passage in the ASUNM and
GSA constitutions must be struck.
The process is underway
though," Harold Lavender, vic~
president for student affairs, said.

__[}uca2
PERSONNEL, INC.
SALES
Degree not nee. some co] ..
lege helpful. No exp. WI
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LEGAL
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COUPLE
Move into beautiful home
w /pool. Complete charge
of home & children. Husband may be student.

CREDIT
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lecting cxp. ln retcll. Great
co. Good future for right
man.

WE GUARANTEE-PERSONAL ATTENTION-LOW FEES

The only beer that
always tastes light

enough
· .. ·.·.

..

BKKP-RECEPT
Dr's

office.

Muat know

Burrough's bkkp machine.

Gd. !yplng, mature & attractive.
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The UNM Alumni Assn.
Wednesday released a statemenf
supporting President Ferrel Heady
and the Board of Regents, and
condemning students and
professors who attempted to
"control and abuse the use of the
University" to protest the
Vietnam war.
·
The statement, drafted at the
association's quarterly meeting at
the D. H. Lawrence Ranch in
Taos, went on to say that "the
realm of scholarship should and
must be beyond partisan political
stands and ideological divisions";
otherwise, the statement said,
"efforts to stop this abuse of the
University will be met with
charges of stifling freedom of
speech and denying academic
freedom."
"Having said this, we hasten to
add that universities are and
should be a place of intense
debate about the values of our
society and our national policies
and priorities.
"If a university does not
produce questioning minds, it is
not doing its job," the statement
added.
"We must also appreciate that
the concern of the majority of
students regarding the war in
Vietnam is intense and sincere."
The association went on to say
the war issue is being used by "a
small group of revolutionaries
who want to use our universities
as a launching ground for political
activities aimed at the destruction
of our society, and who use
confrontation" to arrange matters
so that violence will erupt for the
benefit of press and television, to
make matters so that presidents of
their universities and other
authorities appear to be in favor
of the war and indifferent to the
opinions of the students".
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U Plant Employes
Reject Unions' Bid

Alumni Criticize
Abuse of UNM

1

"'

Friday, June 12, 1970

In an election June 3 a majority
of the 444 eligible workers in the
UNM Physical Plant employees
voted for "no union"
representation.
The elections were held under
guidelines set up by the UNM
Regents and came after a year of
local attempts to organize the
workers, and reported strikes
within the last few weeks.
Unofficial totals released by the
American Arbitration Association
which certified the election
showed of the 396 workers who
voted 200 of them voted for "no
union". The two major unions
vYing for bargaining rights, the
Communications Workers of
America and the Professional
Maintenance and Service
Employees of the AFL-CIO
received 120 and 54 votes
respectively.
.
Under the guidelines adopted
by the Regents the Physical Plant
workers can hold anot-her election
in 12 months.
The Regents sought state
guidelines during the last
legislative session to establish
collective bargaining procedures
for University employees, but the
Legislature did not set up any
guidelines.

The Regents then adopted the
guidelines that provide for union
representation if one-half of the
workers in an eligible unit vote for
the union. The union will
represent all the workers, but
there will be no closed shop. The
guidelines prohibit strikes or work
slowdowns.
During the closing of the
University May 7-11 workers were
reported to lie on strike but
attendance figures reported by the
Physical Plant Office were said to
reflect "normal absenteeism."

Golf Classes

NEW Jimi Hendrix 8T
"Band of Gypsies"
reg. 6.98 Now 3.99

Three golf classes for beginning
and inexperienced golfers will be
conducted this summer by the
UNM Division of Continuing
Education.
Classes will meet Thursdays
from 6 to 8 p.m., Saturdays from
10 a.m. to noon and Saturdays
from 3 to 5 p.m. Each class will
meet eight times starting either
June 18 or 20.
Registration is at the
Continuing Education Building,
Yale and Lomas, Monday through
Friday from 8 a.m. until noon and
1 to 5 p.m. Each class is limited to
25 students.

THE BEST IN THE

NEWEST & HEAVIEST
SOUNDS

at

Exchange-A· Tape
435 San Mateo NE
look for the orange bldg.
256-7241
NEW McCartney 8 track
reg. 6.98 Now 3.99

NEW3 Dog Night8T
"It Aint Easy"
reg. 6.98 Now 3.99
NEW Live Cream BT
reg. 6.98 Now 3.99
New Chicago, double album
8T reg. 8.88 Naw 3.99

ALSO AVAl LAilLE
NEW Iron BuHerfly
Jethrow Tull

THE MINI-BUS
SUBARU VAN
$1390 delivered

in Albq.

Our price, cheap. Not bad for a van that gets up to

57 MILES PER GALLON
SPECIAL ON SUBARU VAN & 2-DOOR
1970 2-DOOR-$1197 total, delivered in Albq.
1970 VAN-$1390 total, delivered in Albq.
DOWNTOWN IMPORTSF INC.
524 FOURTH STREET, N.W.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87101

Choose any 5 tapes FREE

with purchase of tape deck
:::r=nx: 'me
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Jumbo Jacks
Drive-In
One Block South o£ Central

On Yale
. !

,_,

I

~

-RC:'Q'

-Also- ~1.t,.

.7

A,_'b-cP

Different Types :t
Of Hamburgers

and Other Sandwiches
Tool
Plus
Shakes & Cold Drinks

trlciE TRIPOLI TRINIDAD STEELBAND
at the U.N.M. Ballroom, 8 p.m., June 17, 1970
$1.50 Students

$2.00 Non-Students Tickets at Union Ticket Office
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----------------------------------------------------------------For Fall Semester Program

The Zimmerman Library
collection conhins 496,000
volumes, 288,452 microfilms, and
66,595 ml~ps.

USP Adds Four Student Courses

The undergraduate seminar
program at UNM will include four
student-initiated courses when it
begins its second year this fall.
Seminars for one semester hour
credit included after students
signed petitions for the classes are
"The Space Class," "Indians and
the Law," "Nonviolence" and
"Chairman Mao."
"The Space Class," which will
be taught by a department of arts
instructor, Gerald Johnson, will
investigate the use of various
forms of space in current visual
arts, theater, music, literature and

Summer Lobo
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES: $1.00 for the first four
lines, 10¢ per additional line.
DEADLINE: Noon Wednesday
TERMS: Cash
5)

FOR SALE

TAILORED SILK DOUBLE BREASTED
Sport Jacket w/two pairs of silk bell
bottoms. Must sell. Call 877-3786.
GREYHOUND PUPPIES. Have the fastest
dog on your block. Whelped May 17, 1970.
$20. 265-6548.
200 USED TVa. All styles. $16 up. We buy
& sell portnblcs, working or not. Also
used furniture. 441 Wyoming NE.
255-5987.

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

-------,,~~~~~~--~--

MINIBIKES. !CARTS. PARTS. Albuoueroue Minibilcc & Kart, 4609 I.omas Blvd.
NE. 268-8250,

other forms of expression.
Undergraduates enrolling in
"Indians and the Law" will have
their seminar led by Robert
Bennett, former commissioner of
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and
Frederick M. Hart, law school
professor. It will continue an
earlier seminar by £urther
exploring the difficulties Indians
encounter through their triple
citizenship in a nation, state and
tribe.
Teaching the nonviolence
course will be Joanna de Keyser,
cellist in the music department,
and William J. Zimmer of the
department of mathematics. The
course will include outside
speakers and films and will explore
teachings of Gandhi, Dolci, King
and Chavez.
"Chairman Mao," taught by
Jonathan Porter of the history
department, will examine
conflicting interpretations of the
Chinese leader.
Faculty initiated seminars
range from "The Biological Basis .
for Human Individuality" to "The
Electronic Gospel and
Environmental Theology"-a
course which looks at such topics
as "Johnny Carson, today's high
priest," and " 'Bonanza,' modern
morality play."
Other seminar subjects are
"Experimental Theater,"
"Problem Solving,'' "The Idea of
Love, Past and Present,"
"Literature into Movies: The
Process of Artistic
Transformation," "Technology,

Urbanization, and Human
Values," "Human Sexuality,"
"Parapsychology, Analytical
Psychology, and Psychic
Phenomena," "Geology ·and the
Human Environment," "The
Geobiology of the Seashore,"
''Applied Interdisciplinary
Approaches to Development," "Is
There a Black Psychology?"
"Interpersonal Awareness: Self
and Others," and "Man, the State,
and Theories of Law."
Enrollment in the seminars is
limited to 15. Pre-registration will
begin at the Honors Center in
Zimmerman Library Sept. 8 at

JOE: TURNEY
MOTORCYCLES

10:30 a.m. Students who
petitioned for classes or who have
priori ties because they are
enrolled in the Honors Program
should claim the priority at the
Honors Center at any time before
pre"re istration begins.

SALES e SERVICE • PARTS
BSA·JAWA·PENTON
HUSQVARNA-SULTACO
8206 Lomas N E

256-9444

kopy korner
High Speec! XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper sllpplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other lc.cations in Winr·oek Center,
National Building & 120 Madeira NE

Come to PUTT-PUTT today!

Painting Exhibition
To Open June 22

This ad may be redeemed for a

Artist, writer and film-maker
Ilya Bolotowsky, a visiting
professor of art at UNM last
spring, will return to Albuquerque
to attend a June 22 opening of an
exhibition at the UNM Art
Museum.
The exhibition of 32 paintings
and five painted columns by
Bolotowsky has been organized
by the UNM museum for four
different museums. It has been
shown at the Newport Harbor Art
Museum in Balboa, Calif., and at
the University of Colorado.
Folllowing the UNM show, it will
be displayed at the University of
Iowa Museum of Art.
Bolotowsky's neo-plastic
painting explores horizontal and
vertical arrangements on canvases
of various shapes-rectangles and
diamonds or circles, such as
UNM's Bolotowsky painting
"Rising Tondo."
Paintings in the exhibition
were loaned by the Solomon R.
Guggenheim Museum, Museum of
Modern Art, Whitney Museum of
American Art, all in New York,
and numerous other museums,
businesses and private collectors.

30( DISCOUNT
at

Abortions Show Significant Rise -in Sta·te
After Being Legalized By Legislature
By ANNE O'BRIEN

~egalization of abortions by ·the last

legislature ?as made it easier-although
far from simple-to get an abortion in
New Mexico.
Presbyterian Hospital, the largest
non-denominational hospital in the state,
performed 240 abortions in the first four
months of 1970 compared to 47 for the
same four months in 1969, said Martha.
Brasher, of the community relations
department, .
She said Presbyterian does the majority
of abortions in the state because the
hospital's size gives women anonimity
and their large staff enables them t~
handle more cases.
New Mexico law, fashioned afte~ a
simil~r law passed in Colorado, permits
abortiOns if (1) the continuation .of the
pregnancy is likely to cause death or
grave impairment of the woman's
psychological or physical health in the
opinion of a licensed board (two
physicians); (2) the child's physical or
mental health may be impaired; (3) in
cases of rape (must be reported to
authorities ·within seven d~ys of the rape)·
or; (4) in cases of incest.
'
Despite a relaxing of the law, Robert

PUTT-PUTT GOLF COURSE

DOLLAR

Lobo Photo by Paul Wilson
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I~RENCII FlUES
·.Que~~
ONION RINGS
. .
.
CHEESEBUHGERS
CIIIsESE &/OR CHILI DOGS
TACOS
RED & GREEN CIIILI
COFFEE, ICED 'l'EA, MILK

LARGE DINING ROOM

FROM THE FOUNTAIN ...
MALTS, SHAKES
J?JESTAS
SUNDAES
SUNDAE SUPREMES
l'AHFAITS
SHORTCAI<E
BANANA SPLITS
MR. MISTY-7 FLAVORS
SODAS
CONES & DIPS
BUSTER BARS, DII,LY UAI~S, !"ROZEN MISTY ETC.
17 FLAVORS

FAST SERVICE, AMPLE PARKING, TAKE OUT ORDERS
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TELEPHONE
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NOW!

HAMBURGERS
BAR B-Q
FISH
TENDERLOIN
HOT DOGS
JR. SIZED BUHGERS

MENAUL BLVD.,
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Court Broadens

FLAVORED IN FLAME ...
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abortions in the first four months of
1970,
Miss Montgomery estimated that close
to three-fourths of the women seeking an
abortion in New Mexico are unmarried
"which is a reversal of the national
trend." The New Mexico figure is not
characteristic, she emphasized.
If a patient seeking an abortion is
under 18, she must have parental or
guardian consent. The same rule applies
for any operation.
Although abortions have increased
since the new law was passed, New
Mexico is not becoming an abortion
mecca as opponents of the law feared
might happen if obtaining an abortion
were made easier.
Gervais said before the new law, •
perhaps one in 1000 live births were
aborted. "The new so·called liberal law
might raise the rate to 10 per 1000 live
births in New Mexico," he added.
He said further liberalization of the law
"is one of the highest priorities."
"I certainly have every hope that the
new legislature can face the problem
squarely, Abortion should be decided
upon solely by the woman and her
physician."

In 5-3 Decision

Judge Robins

"The Unusual as Usual"

1

Vol. 73

The following schedule has
been issued for operation of the
New Mexico Union during the
summer session. The schedule
applies through August 7.
The Union offices and
bookstore will be open from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m.
The snack bar will open at 6:30
a.m. and close at 5 p.m. The
cafeteria will be open for two
meals, lunch, 11:15 a.m.-1:15
p.m., and dinner, 5-7 p.m.
The games area in the basement
will be open from 11 a.m. to 10
p.m. The ABC bank will be open
from 8:30a.m. to 4:30p.m.
The hours listed above are in
effect Monday through Friday.
On Saturday and Sunday all areas
of the Union will be closed.

jEWELERS

(

MEXICO

Union Hours

Something important is missing

from a 12-hour stay for a simple :ONC
(scraping the uterus) at the early stages of
pregnancy, to staying for several days if
there are complications or if the woman
is faidy far along in her pregnancy.·After
three months, the risk of abortion
increases, said Gervais.
Elizabeth Montgomery of Planned
Parenthood estimates that the cost of an
abortion runs anywhere from $400 to
$500, depending on. doctors' fees and the
length of stay in the hospital,
Planned Parenthood is used only as a
referral service for women. Miss
Montgomery said a woman is given the
names of three doctors to start out with.
She said that at Presbyterian, where they
send most of their patients, if a woman is
more than 12 weeks pregnant a hospital
board must meet together to decide
about performing the abortion.
Otherwise, papers are left at an appointed
spot for each member of the bo&~-~ to
sign when he has time during the day.
Gervais said at the Bernalillo County
Medical Center (BCMC) it takes only a
week from the time a woman £irst
attempts to get an abortion until she
enters the hospital. BCMC did 32

Pl

NEW

located at
8901 Lomas NE
Albuquerque, N.M. 87112
DAY MON • THURS

Gervais, assistant professor of psychiatry
at UNM, feels it should be much more
liberal. "There is a lot of invasion of
privacy involved which discourages
women" from seeking legalized channels
to obtain abortions, he said.
Gervais guessed that probably one in
10 women seeks abortions legally. The
rest are either discouraged permanently
by the process involved in obtaining a
legal abortion, or they go the long-used
routes of going to Mexico or aborting
themselves.
"We (advocates of a more liberal law)
certainly would like to see the law
changed," said Gervais, "so the process of
getting an abortion does not cause so
much invasion of privacy."
"The present law sets up three
psychological barriers" to getting the
operation, he said. The first step is for the
woman to go to a doctor to determine if
she actually is pregnant and has a
problem of unwanted pregnancy.
Second, the woman or girl must
undergo psychological evaluation to
determine if there is a "grave threat".
Finally, of course, is the actual
operation which may involve anywhere

2300 Central SE
(across from Popejoy Hall)
842-9270
Univ. Dairy Queen #8

·.oa.irq ·
Que.~n, ··
,

:

': ~, . I

Homo of fino Brazier foodt

Munidpal Judge Harry Robins
Tuesday night talked about
contemporary p"roblems at a Free
University forum.

The Supreme Court Monday
handed down a decision that
broadened the scope of the
conscientious objector status. to
include those who refuse military
service on ethical or moral
grounds.
The 5-3 ruling extended the
terms of the draft classification
beyond the original definition of
religious objection to war.
The draft law includes, said
Justice Hugo Black, exemptions
for "all those whose consciences,
spurred by deeply held, moral,
ethical or religious beliefs, would
give them no rest or peace if they
allowed themselves to become a
part of an instrument of war."
The ruling stated that those
objecting to induction on moral
or ethical grounds, must "adhere
to their beliefs with the fervor
with which a religious objector
believes in God."
The decision reversed the
conviction of Elliot Ashton II, a

co

Los Angeles computor engineer
who refused induction into the
Army in 1967. Elliot, in his
refusal, said "he believed the
taking of life-anyone's life-to be
morally wrong." Elliott is freed
by the decision from serving a
three-year prison term.
Chief Justice Warren Burger,
and Justice Potter Stewart and
Bryon White dissented.
Black's opinion said ethical or
moral beliefs independent of
religious training "may occupy in
the life of (an) individual a place
'parallel to that filled by ... God'
in traditionally religious persons.
"Because his beliefs function as
a religion in his life, such an
individual is as much entitled to a
'religious' conscientious objector
exemption ... as is someone who
derives his conscientious objection
to war from traditional religious
convictions."
Justice White, speaking £or the
dissenters, said the decision
extended beyond the jurisdiction

Rules

of the court, terming its duty to
"enforce the will of Congress, not
our own."
The Court also ruled local draft
boards must reconsider the lA
classifications of men who make
"new and serious" claims for"·
exemption before they are
inducted. The court vote was 8·0.
The decision reversed the
conviction of Joseph Thomas
Mulloy, a 26-year-old antipoverty
worker who refused Army
induction after he was denied a
conscientious objector status.
The court also ruled that. states
may not deny the vote to persons
living on federal installations. The
vote was unanimous. The issue
applied to the National Institutes
of Health installation in Bethesda,
Md. It did not mention
servicemen although t:>e case is
expected to be used in cases
involving servicemen stationed on
bases in the United States.

Robins 'Rambles' About
Pollution, War, Violence
By CAROLYN BABB
Violence was the central topic
of discussion at an Amistad
special event called "Robins'
Rambles" last Tuesday night.
Judge Harry Robins "rambled"
with more than a hundred
studc;1ts, faculty and community
membt•rs who had crowded into
the hot, stuffy downstaii·s l6unge
of th<• Free University. He praised
American youth for pointing out
world problems, but cautioned
against violent methods.
"You youngsters have woken
up the world about civil rights,
pollution, Vietnam and the honest
belief that !tilling is bad, but you
can't rebel and throw it up over
night," said Robins. The solution
must be found at the polls in a
rational, democratic way, he said.
Ralph Norman, psychology
professor, said he did not
advocate violence but pointed out
that perhaps nothing would have
been done for the Negro if illegal
and sometimes violent actions had

not taken place. "I don't think
the cause of the Negro would hav.e
been as advanced-only when
certain radical action was taken
was the war t.ul'Ued," he said.
Another member of the
audience, Dave Cooper, said,
"anyone who doest1't agree that
violence has brought about more ·
rapid changes for the better, is an
idiot."
Robins agreed with the
apparent benefits violence has
brought about but said it doesn't
have to take rock-throwing. I''What have you gained by your
violence, and what have you done
to the overwhelming majority of
the American people?" he asked.
''The Supreme Court now
recognizes that there are useless
immoral wars, but you youngsters
don't realize how much you have
won. My complaint is that you
have a long way to go and are in a
hurry," he said.
He told one young man, "When
(Continued on paf:i>J 2)
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Desert Song

"Desert Song" will be performed by the Albuquerque Civic Light
Opera Association this Friday and Saturday in Popejoy Hall. The opera
is a Hamtnerstein-Romberg collaboration.

